Dietary menu planning is an important part of personalized lifestyle counseling. The poster presents the dietary ontology developed for the automated menu generator MenuGene. The menu generator uses Genetic Algorithms to prepare weekly menus for web users.

In GAs a population of abstract representations of candidate solutions evolves toward better solutions. The evolution starts with a population containing random individuals and happens in generations, in which stochastically selected individuals are modified to form the population of the next iteration. In each iteration, the GA evaluates the candidate solutions, assessing their goodness in solving a particular optimization problem.

The evaluation of dietary plans has at least two aspects. Firstly, we must consider the quantity of nutrients in the dietary plan. As for quantity, the task of planning a meal can be formulated as a constraint satisfaction and optimization problem.

Secondly, the harmony of the dietary plan's components should be considered. Plans satisfying nutrition constraints should also be appetizing. The dishes of a meal should go together. By common sense some dishes or nutrients do not appeal in the way others do. This common sense of taste and cuisine can be described by simple rules recording the components that should fit together. The dietitian knowledge about the harmony of the various components of a dietary plan should be formalized. The ontology, jointly developed by the University of Pannonia and the Semmelweis University addresses this problem.

Protégé OWL is used by our domain experts to classify nutrients [1], foods, dishes and meals. In contrast to other ontologies [2], [3], our implementation classifies instances by level in the food hierarchy and role in the dietary plan. We developed a rule base for the GA to assess dietary plans according to harmony. The rule editor application uses the Protégé OWL API. The rule based assessment proved capable to drive the evolutionary search such that non-harmonizing solutions were omitted, while more and more harmonizing ones were found during the iterations [4].

The ontology is currently a work in progress. We intend to build a comprehensive Protégé based dietary knowledge base which can be employed in the following tasks:

- Assessing dietary plans
  - according to nutritional content
  - according to harmony

- Create and modify recipes
  - Create recipe from high level recipe template
  - Modify a recipe for diabetes or another specific diet
  - Concretize recipes (e.g. containing foods from the nearest shop)
  - Modify a recipe according to taste (make it more hot)

- Automated translation and comparison of recipes
  - Change metrics
  - Modify recipes according to national cuisines and availability
  - Compare recipes (internet recipe portals – is it a new one, or just another name for the same recipe)
- Automated processing of recipe sources
  - Extracting recipes from textual descriptions
  - Extracting recipes from structurized descriptions (e.g.: RecipeML XML)

- Dietary log
  - Approximating dietary intake from textual logs
  - Retrieve recipe name and definition from ingredients defined in dietary log

- Short dietary advice
  - Short textual advice according to dietary log and goal
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